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SYNERGIES AMONG ENERGY SOURCES 
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It is foreseen that the future holds several power sources for vehicles and not only oil-based ones. Depending on the duty cycle and the driving range needed each technique will have its advantages. Electric cars are useful for small vehicles that do not need long range (city traffic)Hydrogen will offers longer range and is suitable for larger cars than electric vehicles. Both electrical and hydrogen buses are being demonstrated right now. Maybe the choice in the future will depend on the infrastructure?Trucks will most likely run on diesel for a longer while. On the other hand there are auxiliary power unit (APU) systems based on fuel cells for power supply when the trucks are parked and engine shut off. 



AUXILIARY POWER UNITS 
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Auxiliary Power Units are used to provide power needed in addition to propulsion when the engine is shut off. To power lights, air conditioning etc. A fuel cell is one option that is being demonstrated. It uses the diesel as fuel and eliminates nearly all emissions. 



FORKLIFTS 
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Fuel cell-powered forklifts have been deployed across the USA, including by companies such as Walmart, Sysco, Wegmans, Coca-Cola, Whole Foods, Central Grocers, United Grocers, Nissan and BMW. Europe is further behind with this, but has started some projects (ex HyLIFT) to introduce the forklifts. A forklift can run for about 18 hours between fill-ups. Since they have no harmful exhaust it is no problem to run these forklifts indoors. It has been shown that fuel cell forklifts do not degrade in power during operation, something that was seen for battery driven forklifts as they lost speed after half-time. It is easier and faster to fill up hydrogen than to swap out the batteries which needs an extra technician to handle and charge the batteries plus storage space for batteries. www.hylift-demo.euhttp://www.fchea.org/transportation



FUEL CELL POWER TRAIN 
 
 
 

Toyota FCV Mirai 
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The development of fuel cell cars has taken major steps. Today Honda, Hyundai, Toyota and BMW are producing fuel cell cars for the market. Most car manufacturers have promised to release a fuel cell car model within a couple of years (2015-2016). On the picture we see an example of how a fuel cell car is built. TOYOTA MIRAIFour door mid-size fuel cell sedanLaunched in Japan and California USA (autumn 2015).Re-fuels in 3-5 minutesRange 300 miles (482 km) on a full tank0-60mph (0-100) in 9 secondsFuel cell maximum output of 114 kW (153 hp)3,1 kW/LAir coming in through the front grillHydrogen and oxygen to fuel cell to create electricity for the engine when stepping on the pedalWater comes out from the tailpipe.Boost Converter to boost power generated in the Toyota FC to 650 Volts. Therefore possible to reduce size of motor and FC. Fuel tanks for 70 Mpa (700bar). Tank built with three layers: Inner Plastic liner to prevent hydrogen leakage; middle carbon fibre reinforced plastic for structure; and an outer fibre glass reinforced plastic to protect from abrasion. Total hydrogen storage mass is about 5 kg and 120 litres.Electric traction motor delivers 113 kW (152 hp) and 335 Nm of torque. Battery of NiMH.According to Green Car Congress:$57,500 excluding federal incentives or $499 per month for 36 months leasewww.toyota.comhttp://www.greencarcongress.com/2014/11/20141118-mirai.html



FUELING STATIONS 
 
 International standard 

 Safety comparable with 
biogas stations 
 

 3 min fueling time for cars 

 Fueling busses at 35 Mpa 
(350 bar) and cars at 70 
Mpa (700 bar) 
 

 Possibility to produce 
hydrogen on site – No fuel 
transportation needed 
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Using a fuel cell car is just as easy as using a gasoline/diesel car.The driving range is about 600 km on one full tank of hydrogen and filling the car does not take longer than filling a gasoline car. 



INFRASTRUCTURE IN EUROPE 

 75 fueling stations in Europe 

 10 fueling stations in Scandinavia 
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Here you see a map of hydrogen infrastructure in Europe. The blue dots shows the hydrogen refueling stations that are operational and the orange ones is planned.You can here see that most countries in Europe are building an infrastructure. The countries that are leading the race and have best existing infrastructure are Japan, Korea, California and Germany.  These countries are going to be prioritized by the car manufacturers when they decide where they are going to sell their cars.In 2013 a fuel cell car travelled from Oslo to Monaco on existing hydrogen fuelling infrastructure, but that was because the project Next Move had placed a station in Gothenburg so this could be possible. Today it is hard to travel in Sweden.In Malmö we now have our own blue dot  since April 2014. In Sandviken there is a temporary HRS with some cars and lifts. It is the company Sanvik who are running their own demo. Sandvik is today one of the leading producers for steel components to fuel cells. (check with Anna Alexandersson if the station is there!)Also Copenhagen has a blue dot.This map relies on each responsible partner who owns a HRS to update it, so it is not perfect, but it is the best you can find today. If you want to look at infrastructure in the US or in Asia, go to H2Stations.orgIt you are interested in the HRS in Scandinavia visit www.scandinavianhydrogen.org
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